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� �� INTRODUCTION

� Introduction

QuantuMagiC is a FORTRAN program based upon the quantum Monte Carlo �QMC� method for

solving the electronic� non�relativistic� clamped�nuclei Schr�odinger equation� The current version

performs variational Monte Carlo �VMC� and 	xed�node di
usion Monte Carlo �DMC� computations

of the energy and other properties of atoms and molecules� Version ��� can perform both all�electron

and e
ective�core potential calculations� Before using this program I suggest you read as many of

the following as possible�

�� P� J� Reynolds� D� M� Ceperley� B� J� Alder� and W� A� Lester� Jr�� Di
usion Monte Carlo

for Atoms and Molecules�� J� Chem� Phys� ��� ��������� �������

�� W� A� Lester� Jr� and B� L� Hammond� Fixed Node Quantum Monte Carlo for Molecules��

Annu� Rev� Phys� Chem� ��� ������� �������

�� B� H� Wells� Green�s function Monte Carlo�� in Methods in Computational Chemistry ��

������ �������

�� M� H� Kalos and P� A� Whitlock� Monte Carlo Methods� Vol� �� Basics� Wiley�

�� B� L� Hammond� W� A� Lester� Jr�� P� J� Reynolds� Monte Carlo Methods in ab initio Electronic

Structure Theory� World Scienti	c Press� ���� �ISBN ���������������

In the next section� a brief outline of the VMC and DMC methods is given� After this� the

workings of this program are presented� In Sec� � the speci	cation of the input 	les is discussed� and

in Sec� � the output 	les are explained� Sec� � is a brief outline of how to start using the program�

and in Sec� � are comments on how to get the program running on your computer� Sec� � is a

sample input and output for the water molecule� In addition to this guide a number of test input

	les provided with the program� These are used to test that the program is working correctly and

also serve as examples for a number of representative systems�

I would like to thank the many people who have contributed to this program� especially Drs�

Peter Reynolds� Robert Barnett� Laurent Terray� and Maria Soto� And I would like to give my

warmest thanks to Professor William A� Lester� Jr� whose vision and support made this program

possible�

NOTICE OF PUBLIC DOMAIN NATURE OF QMAGIC

�THIS COMPUTER PROGRAM IS A WORK OF THE UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT AND AS SUCH IS NOT SUBJECT TO PROTECTION BY
COPYRIGHT ��� U�S�C� � ����	 ANY PERSON WHO FRAUDULENTLY
PLACES A COPYRIGHT NOTICE OR DOES ANY OTHER ACT CONTRARY
TO THE PROVISIONS OF �� U�S� CODE ��
�C	 SHALL BE SUBJECT
TO THE PENALTIES PROVIDED THEREIN� THIS NOTICE SHALL NOT
BE ALTERED OR REMOVED FROM THIS SOFTWARE AND IS TO BE ON
ALL REPRODUCTIONS��

Any questions or comments about this program should be directed to Brian Hammond at the address

listed above or at email address bhmail�ibm�net�
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� Theory

��� Monte Carlo solution of the Schr�odinger equation

Monte Carlo methods can be used to solve the time�independent Schr�odinger equation by iteratively

solving an associated integral equation� For the method used in this program we begin by considering

the time�dependent Schr�odinger equation� i�e��

�
���x� t�

i�t
� �H�ET ���x� t�� ���

ET is an arbitrary energy shift and �h � � in atomic units� Our motivation is to exploit the formal

similarity between Eq� � �in imaginary time� and the classical di
usion equation� This will be

discussed at greater length in Sec� ���� The formal solution of Eq� � may be expressed in terms of

the eigenfunctions� �k� and eigenvalues� Ek� of H�

��x� t� �
�X
k��

Ck�k�x�e�i�Ek�ET �t� ���

The coe�cients Ck depend only on the initial conditions

Ck � h�kj��t � ��i� ���

The oscillatory time behavior of Eq� � is not of interest here� rather we wish to extract the ground

state� This extraction can be achieved by substituting an imaginary time � � it in Eqs� � and � so

that the oscillatory time behavior becomes exponential� i�e�

�
���x� ��

��
� �H�ET ���x� ��� ���

which has the solution

��x� �� �

�X
k��

Ck�k�x�e��Ek�ET �� � ���

For su�ciently large � � only one eigenfunction contributes to �� namely the one with the most

negative eigenvalue � the ground state� Time�independence can be achieved by choosing ET to be

E�� yielding

��x� �� � C��� �

�X
k��

Ck�k�x�e��Ek�E��� � ���

Thus� as � � �� � � C���� Note that even though we shall refer to the motion of particles� no

real�time dynamics can be obtained from Eq� ��

The use of Monte Carlo methods requires an integral equation which can be solved iteratively�

The integral form of Eq� � is

��y� � � �� � �

�Z
��

G�y�x� �� ���x� ��dx� ���
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The Green�s function G�y�x� �� � is a solution of the imaginary�time�dependent Schr�odinger equation�

i�e�

�
�G�y�x� �� �

���
� �H�ET �G�y�x� �� �� ���

with the boundary condition�

G�y�x� �� � �� � ��x� y�� ���

Formally solving for G�y�x� �� � we 	nd that it is the position space representation of the imaginary�

time propagator� namely�

G�y�x� �� � � hyje��H�ET ��� jxi� ����

The convergence of the series produced by iterating Eq� � can be studied by expanding G�y�x� �� �

in �i� the eigenfunctions of H� This expansion is achieved by inserting two complete sets of states

into Eq� ��� and yields

G�y�x� �� � �

�X
i��

e��Ei�ET ����i�y��i�x�� ����

Now substitute this into Eq� � while also expanding ��x� �� �
P

k Ck�k� to obtain the 	rst iteration�

��y� �� � �

�Z
��

�X
i��

e��Ei�ET ����i�y��i�x�

�X
k��

Ck�k�x�dx

�

�X
k��

Ck�k�y�e��Ek�ET ��� � ����

This shows that the excited states decay exponentially fast� After n iterations we have�

��y� n�� � �

�X
k��

Ck�k�y�e��Ek�ET �n�� � ����

At large n� the lowest energy solution with a non�zero coe�cient Ck will dominate the sum� Generally

this will be the ground state� unless ��x� �� is speci	cally chosen so that it is orthogonal to the ground

state�

The physical� interpretation of the time�dependent Green�s function is that G�y�x� �� represents

the probability that a particle moves from x to y in an imaginary time � � Hence� starting from an

initial ensemble of random walkers and propagating them iteratively in imaginary time according to

the probabilities G�y�x� ��� the population density after a large number of generations will represent

the ground state wave function�

��� Di�usion Monte Carlo

The central di�culty is now to obtain the Green�s function� In general� the exact Green�s function

is not known� for if it were the Monte Carlo method would not be necessary� In this program

we use a short�time approximation to obtain analytic �but approximate� Green�s functions� This

method is commonly called di
usion Monte Carlo �DMC� because of its underlying connection to
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a di
usion problem� The mapping of the imaginary time�dependent Schr�odinger equation onto a

classical di
usion equation is a connection noted at least as far back as Fermi�

Consider the imaginary�time electronic Schr�odinger equation introduced in the previous section

with the Hamiltonian now explicitly written out� i�e�

�
���x� ��

��
� Dr���x� �� � �V�x� �ET ���x� �� � ����

where D� the di
usion� constant� is �h���me � ��� in atomic units and V is the potential energy

operator� As � ��� asymptotically stationary behavior is obtained� and ����� � �� In this limit

Eq� �� becomes the time�independent electronic Schr�odinger equation� Without the second term on

the right hand side� Eq� �� is the usual di
usion equation� Alternatively� ignoring the 	rst term on

the right hand side of Eq� �� and retaining the second term results in a 	rst�order rate equation

or branching process whose rate constant� is �ET � V�� Both di
usion and rate processes can be

simulated separately by the Monte Carlo method� It is therefore reasonable to expect that the entire

equation could be simulated by a combined stochastic process consisting of di
usion plus branching�

����� Short time approximation

To obtain an explicit expression for G� we can factor the time propagator� e��H�ET �� � into separate

Green�s functions depending on the kinetic �T� and potential �V� energy operators

e��T�V�ET �� � e�T�e��V�ET �� � Gdi�GB � ����

This factorization is only valid for small � because T and V do not commute� The 	rst correction

term is of the form

G�Gdi�GB �
�

�
�V�T �� � O��	�� ����

We can identify Gdi� as the Green�s function of the classical di
usion equation� and GB as the

Green�s function for the rate equation� The function Gdi� satis	es the di
usion equation

�
�Gdi��y�x� ��

��
� Dr�Gdi��y�x� ��� ����

The solution to the one�dimensional di
usion equation is well known � it is a Gaussian spreading

in time�

f�x� �� � ���D������e�x
��
D� � ����

where f�x� �� is the density of di
users� In analogy� the solution to Eq� �� is a multidimensional

Gaussian� symmetric in x and y� spreading in � �

Gdi��y�x� �� � ���D���	N�� e��y�x�
��
D� � ����

This part of the transition probability in the Monte Carlo iteration of Eq� �� can be simulated by

choosing random numbers from a Gaussian distribution whose variance is �D� �
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The function GB satis	es the rate equation ��GB��� � �ET � V�GB � The one�dimensional

solution to the rate equation is

f�x� �� � e��V�x��ET �� � ����

Therefore a symmetric� multidimensional form for GB is

GB�y�x� �� � e��
�

�
�V�x��V�y���ET �� � ����

This branching part of the Monte Carlo iteration of Eq� �� can be simulated by the creation or

destruction of particles �walkers� with probability GB � Note that part of the approximation made

in Eq� �� is re!ected in Eq� �� because it ignores the path by which the walker moved from x to y�

Nevertheless� as � � �� Gdi�GB converges to the exact Green�s function�

Previously we showed that any initial distribution of walkers will converge to the ground state

as � ��� yet now we see that the DMC Green�s function is accurate only as � � �� How does one

satisfy both these requirements" We may do so by dividing the time � into a large number of small

time steps� �� � and iterating� i�e�

e��H�ET �� � e��H�ET �n��

� e��H�ET ���e��H�ET ���e��H�ET ��� � � � � ����

Long times are achieved by applying the short�time propagator many times�

����� Importance sampling

Simulation of Eq� �� by a random�walk�with�branching procedure as described in the previous section

is ine�cient� Among other reasons� the ine�ciency is caused by the divergences in the branching

rate constant �V � ET �� These divergences lead to large !uctuations in the population and hence

large statistical uncertainties in expectation values� These !uctuations can be greatly reduced by

the Monte Carlo technique of importance sampling� In this procedure� one constructs an analytical

trial function� #� based on any available knowledge of ��� Typically� # is generated from standard

methods� such as Hartree�Fock� etc� The trial function is then used to bias the random walk to

produce the distribution f�x� �� � ��x� ��#�x� rather than ��x� ��� If we multiply Eq� �� by # and

rewrite it in terms of f�x� ��� we 	nd�

�
�f�x� ��

��
� �Dr�f�x� �� � Dr � �f�x� ��FQ�x�� � �EL�x��ET �f�x� ��� ����

where EL � H#�# is the local energy� and FQ � r ln j#j� � �r#�#� The quantity FQ�x� is a

vector 	eld� often called the quantum force� It is an e
ective velocity of the random walkers� directed

away from regions where #� is small�

Equation �� �like Eq� ��� has terms that can be associated with di
usion and branching� The

di
usion is modi	ed� however� by a drift due to FQ� The drift term modi	es the di
usion process

precisely as particles undergoing Brownian motion are a
ected by an external 	eld�
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Another quantity appearing in Eq� �� is the local energy� EL�x�� The excess local energy �EL�x��

ET � now appears as the branching term� rather than �V�x� � ET �� The advantage of this change

is that singularities in V are avoided� The local energy has both kinetic and potential energy terms

and is much smoother than V alone� For the exact wave function the singularities in the kinetic and

potential energies cancel� leaving EL�x� � E�� a constant� In this limiting case� obtained by setting

# � �� and ET � E�� the branching term drops out of Eq� �� leaving an unchanging population

of walkers sampled from ��
�� For approximate #�s� however� cancellation is not complete� and the

population will change to compensate for the de	ciences of #� In particular� on average walkers will

die out in regions where # 	 �� and give birth in regions where # 
 ��� The largest branching

!uctuations tend to occur where two particles come together and the potential diverges� However�

this behavior can be minimized even for approximate #�s if the appropriate cusp conditions are met�

The local energy also serves as an energy estimator� In the limit that # � ��� EL�x� � E�� and

only a single point is needed to evaluate the energy� there is no variance� Otherwise the magnitude

of the variance is governed by the quality of #� Most signi	cantly� however� the expectation value of

the local energy over the walk is E� regardless of the choice of #� Importance sampling reduces the

variance and increases the e�ciency of the method� but does not in!uence the value of the energy�

Importance sampling also changes the Green�s function� The new Green�s function� $G�y�x� �� ��

is a solution to Eq� �� with the boundary condition $G�y�x� �� � ��x� y�� The branching part can

be obtained simply by replacing V with EL in Eq� ��� namely

$GB�y�x� �� � � e��
�

�
�EL�x��EL�y���ET ��� � ����

The modi	ed kinetic energy� operator from Eq� �� is

$T � �Dr� � D�r � FQ� � DFQ � r� ����

The new di
usion part of the Green�s function is then

$Gdi��y�x� �� � � e���
T� ����

By assuming that FQ remains essentially constant over the move �which is increasingly true as

�� � ��� one can solve � $Gdi���� � �$T $Gdi� to obtain

$Gdi��y�x� �� � � ���D�� ��	N��e��x�y�D��FQ�y��
��
D�� � ����

Note that $Gdi� is not a proper Green�s function because it is not symmetric in the spatial arguments�

i�e��

$Gdi��y�x� �� � �� $Gdi��x�y� �� �� ����

It is therefore necessary to impose detailed balance� by accepting the move of the walker from x

to y with the Metropolis probability�

A�y�x� �� � � min��� q�y�x� �� ��� ����
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where�

q�y�x� �� � �
j#�y�j�

j#�x�j�

$G�x�y� �� �
$G�y�x� �� �

� ����

This step insures that the distribution converges to #�� as �� ��� However� by rejecting some

moves we have changed the e
ective step size� and so we must determine the proper time step to use

in GB � In this program� each electron is moved and accepted or rejected individually� The e
ective

time step is found by multiplying �� by the ratio of accepted electron moves to the total attempted

moves�

One algorithmic consideration is whether it is best to move and accept each electron individually

as is done in Algorithm �� or to move all the electrons at once� then accept the move as a whole�

Both methods are in common use� Moving all electrons at once� then accepting the the total move�

is attractive in part because this scheme is consistent with the exact Green�s function algorithms�

The disadvantage of moving all electrons at once is that the acceptance probability for a given time

step is reduced considerably� Therefore in many�electron systems the one�electron at a time method

is expected to be the most e�cient�

To branch or not to branch

In the above discussion we either deleted or replicated walkers based upon GB � However� in a

variant of this method known as pure� di
usion Monte Carlo the factor GB is kept as a weight

associated with each walker� In this case the population is 	xed� and the weights are used explicitly

in the averages to obtain the DMC estimators� Pure DMC has the disadvantage that walkers with

increasingly di
ering weights are kept in the ensemble� In branching DMC only the most probable

walkers are kept� We can join these two methods by keeping weights and branching when the weights

reach the predetermined limits� wmin and wmax� Hence when the weight is smaller than wmin then

we decide whether to kill this walker� or when the weight becomes larger than wmax we will replicate

the walker� This method allows one to adjust the amount of branching done by the program� Since

the branching algorithm is not vectorized in this program� wmin and wmax can be used to increase

the e�ciency of the program on vector supercomputers�

Algorithm

The DMC implementation used in this program is mainly contained in subroutine WALKDMC given

below�

Subroutine WALKDMC� Di
usion Monte Carlo with importance sampling�

C�����������������������������������������������������������������������

SUBROUTINE WALKDMC�NST�TAU�ITARGT� ��� �

C

C PROPAGATE ENSEMBLE NST BLOCKS OF ITARGT TIME STEPS� TAU�

C SUBROUTINE CRUNCH LOOPS OVER THE ELECTRONS� AND THEN THE CONFIGS ARE

C MULTIPLIED OR KILLED HERE�
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C

C�����������������������������������������������������������������������

INCLUDE �params�h�

INCLUDE �commons�h�

C

DIMENSION

���

NKONF � KONORM

C

C RESET AVERAGES AND ZERO ARRAYS

C

NUNDER � �

NOVER � �

NBLOCK � �

MBLOCK � �

ACCEPT � ZERO

NTNODE � �

CALL DZERO�SAVE�NAVER�

CALL DZERO�SQ�NAVER�

CALL DZERO�SCACHE�NAVER�

C

C THIS REPEATS NST ENSEMBLES �I�E� NST REALIZATIONS�

C WHEN THE ENTIRE ENSEMBLE REACHES TIME ITARGT ONE BLOCK IS FINISHED

C ABLOCK IS THE NUMBER OF CONFIGURATIONS AVERAGED OVER IN EACH BLOCK

C

DO �� K�	�NKONF

WEIGHT�K� � ONE

�� CONTINUE

DO 
�� IREAL � 	�NST

CALL GRAB�����

ABLOCK � ZERO

C TIME LOOP

DO 	�� ITIME � 	�ITARGT

C

C MOVE EACH WALKER ONE STEP

C

IFLG � 


CALL CRUNCH�IFLG�LSPIN�TAU�XX�SMATI�PP�SMO�ELOCOLD�

� ELOCAL�THOLD�NEWACC�IFLAG
�DE�R
ACC�R
ALL�Q�XM	�IM	�	����

� XM	�IM	�
����XM	�IM	�
	���XM	�IM	�

���XM	�IM	�
����XM	�IM	

� �
����XM	�IM	�
���XM	�IM	�
����

� BDET�XM	�IM	������M��IM������XM	�IM	������ITIME�

C

C DETERMINE WHETHER EACH CONFIGURATION BRANCHES OR NOT

C THEN PROCESS THE STATISTICS�

C

NPOPI � NKONF

NPOPF � �

DO 		� K � 	�NKONF

IFLAG
�K� � �

C

C TAU�R
ACC�R
ALL IS THE EFFECTIVE TIME STEP

C

TEMP � �TAU�R
ACC�K��R
ALL�K��

� �HALF��ELOCOLD�K� � ELOCAL�K�� � ETRIAL�

AMULT � EXP�TEMP� � weight�k�

C

C STORE AMULT FOR DERIVATIVES

C

BMULT�K� � AMULT

ABLOCK � ABLOCK � AMULT
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THOLD�K��� � ELOCAL�K�

ACCEPT � ACCEPT � AMULT�FLOAT�NEWACC�K���FLOAT�NELECT�

C

C SUM OVER QUANTITIES IN THE �CACHE�

C

SCACHE� 	� � SCACHE� 	� � AMULT�THOLD�K� 	�

���

SCACHE�
�� � SCACHE�
�� � AMULT�THOLD�K�
��

		� CONTINUE

C

C GET A RANDOM VECTOR AND COMPUTE THE WEIGHTS

C

CALL VRAND�RANV�NKONF�

DO 			 K�	�NKONF

IF �BMULT�K��LT�WMAX� THEN

IFLAG
�K� � 	

WEIGHT�K� � BMULT�k�

ELSE

IFLAG
�K� � NINT�BMULT�K��

WEIGHT�K� � BMULT�K��NINT�BMULT�K��

ENDIF

IF �BMULT�K��LT�WMIN� THEN

IFLAG
�K� � INT�AMULT � RANV�K��

ENDIF

NPOPF � NPOPF � IFLAG
�K�

			 CONTINUE

C

C THIS IS THE GROWTH ESTIMATOR

C

IF �NPOPF�NE��� EGRWTH � ETRIAL �

� �FLOAT�NPOPI��FLOAT�NPOPF� �ONE��TAU

IF �ETRIAL �EQ� ZERO� ETRIAL � EGRWTH

SCACHE�	�� � SCACHE�	�� � EGRWTH�FLOAT�ITARGT�

MBLOCK � MBLOCK � NPOPF

C

C REMOVE ALL THE DEAD CONFIGURATIONS FROM THE LIST

C

K � �

	
� K � K �	

IF �K �GT� NKONF� GO TO 	�

	�� IF �IFLAG
�K� �GT� �� GO TO 	
�

IF �K �EQ� NKONF� GO TO 	��

C REPLACE EACH DEAD CONFIGURATION WITH THE LAST ONE IN THE LIST

CALL XXCOPY�K�NKONF�XX�	�K��XX�	�NKONF��PP�K��PP�NKONF��

� SMATI�BDET�

IFLAG
�K� � IFLAG
�NKONF�

NKONF � NKONF �	

C NOW TEST THE REPLACEMENT

GO TO 	��

C WE�RE AT THE END � JUST THROW THIS ONE AWAY

	�� NKONF � NKONF �	

C CHECK TO SEE IF WE BROKE THE BANK �NO MORE WALKERS�

IF �NKONF �GT� �� GO TO 	�

WRITE �IW�	��
�

CALL BLKAV�XM	�IM	������NST�

RETURN

C

C THESE CONFIGURATIONS HAVE SURVIVED AND CAN MULTIPLY

C

	� LASTKON � NKONF

DO 	�� K � 	�NKONF
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IDUM � K

MULT � IFLAG
�K�

IF �MULT �EQ� 	� GO TO 	��

ITEMP � MULT �	

DO 	�� I � 	�ITEMP

LASTKON � LASTKON �	

C CHECK TO SEE IF TOO MANY CONFIGURATIONS HAVE BEEN CREATED

IF �LASTKON �GT� KONMAX� GO TO 	��

C IF NOT� MAKE COPIES

CALL XXCOPY�LASTKON�K�XX�	�LASTKON��XX�	�K��PP�LASTKON��

� PP�K��SMATI�BDET�

	�� CONTINUE

	�� CONTINUE

	�� NKONF � LASTKON

C

C CHECK FOR ENSEMBLE OVERFLOW OR UNDERFLOW

C

IF �NKONF �GT� KONMAX� THEN

NKONF � KONMAX

NOVER � NOVER � 	

CALL XXNORM�NKONF�XX�SMATI�PP�BDET�

ELSE IF �NKONF �LE� KONMIN� THEN

NUNDER � NUNDER � 	

CALL XXNORM�NKONF�XX�SMATI�PP�BDET�

END IF

C

C GO BACK FOR NEXT TIME STEP

C

	�� CONTINUE

C

C WE ARE DONE WITH A BLOCK � ALL CONFIGURATIONS AT TARGET

C GET BLOCK AVERAGES

C

CALL BLKAV�XM	�IM	������NST�

C

C GO BACK AND DO NEXT BLOCK

C


�� CONTINUE

C

C WE�RE ALL DONE WITH THIS WALK � � �

C SEND THE AVERAGES AND ENSEMBLE BACK TO MONTE

C BUT FIRST RENORMALIZE THE NUMBER OF WALKERS BACK TO KONORM

C

CALL XXNORM�NKONF�XX�SMATI�PP�BDET�

RETURN

	��
 FORMAT������	H �
�X�� ����������������������������������

� ��	H �
�X�� � ���

� ��	H �
�X�� � NO SURVIVING CONFIGURATIONS ���

� ��	H �
�X�������������������������������������

END

C�����������������������������������������������������������������������

����� The �xed�node approximation

QMC by its nature always seeks the minimum energy state� Unfortunately� the mathematical ground

state of H is a Bose state� which is symmetric with respect to exchange of electrons� The ground

Fermi state can be obtained in a number of ways � the simplest of which is known as the �xed�

node approximation� The 	xed�node approximation has been widely applied and has been shown to
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be highly accurate for small molecules with #�s that are readily available from standard ab initio

calculations�

In the 	xed�node approximation one uses a known trial function� #� to determine the positive

and negative regions of the wave function ��� This is accomplished by rejecting the move of a walker

that attempts to cross a node of #� We shall denote the asymptotic solution of Eq� �� with this

constraint by

f��x� � �fn
� �x�#�x�� ����

The 	xed�node solution� �fn
� � is an approximation to the exact Fermi ground state �F

� � If the nodes

of # were exact� then the function �fn
� would also be exact� Although it is unlikely that one can 	nd

the exact nodes �other than in one dimension�� one can use this property to show that the 	xed�node

energy is a variational upper bound to E��

One de	ciency of the 	xed�node method is that an electron may take a path which crosses and

recrosses a node� Since this path is accepted for a large time step� but would not be allowed with

a smaller time step� this is an artifact of our method and represents an additional time step bias

known as the cross�recross error� In this program we move electrons one at a time� each time checking

for node crossings� For algorithms in which all the electrons are accepted or rejected together the

cross�recross error is expected to be larger than that associated with moving each electron separately�

����� Estimating the ground state energy

The most readily available quantity from a DMC simulation is the ground state energy� Other

properties� such as dipole and quadrupole moments� energy derivatives� and excited state energies

will be discussed in Sec� ���� For now we will focus on two di
erent estimators of the energy�the

growth estimator and the local energy estimator�

From Eq� �� we see that once all excited state contributions have died out� the remaining time

dependence of the wave function is e��E��ET �� � To obtain E� from this behavior� we can follow

the growth of the population� Let the current total population of walkers �size of the ensemble� be

denoted by N���� Clearly f�x� �� is not normalized� in fact the normalization is the total population

at time � � i�e�

N��� �

�Z
��

f�x� ��dx� ����

The population therefore changes as

N�� � ��� � e��E��ET ���N���� ����

For a su�ciently large sample of Monte Carlo points� the ground state energy can be estimated by

the growth energy Eg � which can be obtained from the populations at an initial time �� and at a

later time �� by rearranging Eq� �� to solve for the ground�state energy� i�e�

Eg � ET �
�

�� � ��
ln
N����

N����
� ����



��� Variational Monte Carlo ��

The average of Eg taken over the course of the walk yields the estimate E� � hEgi� It is best to

take the two times �� and �� as far apart as possible� A di�culty with using Eg as an estimator is

that the population can vary widely during a simulation� resulting in a large standard deviation of

the mean�

The more commonly used estimator for the energy is EL� It may seem odd that the exact energy

can be estimated as the average value of the local energy of the trial function� In fact� in a VMC

walk hELi�� � i�e� it is explicitly trial function dependent� In a DMC walk� however� branching

weights this average� resulting in

hELif �

�Z
��

f��x�EL�x�dx�

�Z
��

f��x�dx

�

�Z
��

���x�#�x�

�
H#�x�

#�x�

�
dx�

�Z
��

���x�#�x�dx

�

�Z
��

���x�H#�x�dx�

�Z
��

���x�#�x�dx

� E�� ����

The 	nal step in Eq� �� comes from the hermiticity of H� which allows it to operate either forward

�upon #� or backward �upon ���� Hence the DMC average of the local energy� i�e�

hELif � lim
M��

�

M

MX
k��

EL�Xk�� ����

will be exact to the extent that the distribution f��x� is exact� However� because $G is only accurate

to second order in �� � the distribution f��x� and the resulting estimate of the energy will have a

time step bias� One may eliminate this bias by evaluating hELi as a function of �� and extrapolating

to �� � ��

��� Variational Monte Carlo

In this program the VMC algorithm is identical to DMC� but without the branching term� It is

easy to verify that without branching �as in VMC� ��x� �� � # and so f�x� �� � #�� as � �

�� Correspondingly� the average value of the local energy when branching is suppressed will be

h#jHj#i�h#j#i�

��� Electronic properties

Some properties� such as atomization energies� ionization potentials� and electron a�nities� are

simply obtained as a di
erence of energies� Many other properties can be measured as well� Local

properties� which are a function of the electronic and nuclear coordinates of the trial function� can
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be most easily computed� For example� the dipole moments� �x� �y and �z� can be obtained by

summing over the coordinates of each electron� i�e�

�x �
�

N

NX
i��

R
#xi#dxR

#�dx
����

where xi is the x component of electron i�

VMC is the simplest Monte Carlo method for computing properties� The accuracy of computed

properties is entirely determined by the choice of #� We de	ne the variational estimator of any

function of the coordinates A�x�� as

Av �

R
#�x�A�x�#�x� dxR

#��x� dx
� lim

M��

�

M

MX
k��

A�Xk�� ����

Any multiplicative operator can be evaluated by Eq� �� in VMC� because the wave function is known

explicitly� Moreover� because derivatives of a known function may readily be computed� there is also

no di�culty in sampling derivative operators�

Let us de	ne the mixed �DMC� estimator of A�x� as�

Am �

R
��A�x�# dxR

��# dx
� ����

and the pure estimator to be

Ap �

R
��A�x��� dxR

��
� dx

� ����

Both the mixed and the earlier de	ned variational estimators are approximations to the pure ex�

pectation value� However� Am can be combined with Av to provide a better approximation to the

pure estimator� To understand the relationship among Av � Am and Ap� we can de	ne the di
erence

% � �� �#� and rewrite Am in a Taylor series in %� This leads to

Am � Ap �

Z
���Ap �A�x�� % dx � O�%��� ����

and

Av � Ap � �

Z
���Ap �A�x�� % dx � O�%��� ����

Both Av and Am have errors which are 	rst�order in %� If we eliminate the common 	rst�order term

between Eq� �� and Eq� ��� we obtain a second�order approximation to Ap� namely

Ap � $Ap � �Am �Av � Ap � O�%��� ����

Equation �� has been used extensively to calculate QMC properties�

��� Evaluation of the variance

Associated with every Monte Carlo estimate is a variance ��� A standard expression for the variance

of the mean is

&�� � hA�i � hAi�� ����



��� Evaluation of the variance ��

This expression assumes that successive values of the random quantity� A� are statistically indepen�

dent� A more accurate expression is

�� � &�� �
�

N � �

NX
i�j

Cov�Ai� Aj�� ����

where for present purposes we have assumed that all the Ai are sampled from the same distribution�

A more illustrative way to write Eq� �� is in terms of the correlation coe�cient�

k �
�

&���N � k�

N�kX
i��

�Ai � �A��Ai�k � �A� ����

which is a measure of the correlation between points which are k steps apart in the walk� Note that

� � k � �� Rewriting Eq� �� in terms of k yields�

�� � &��

�
� � �

NX
k��

k

�
� ����

Quite often k decays exponentially with k� and so there exists a value K� such that k � � for all

k 	 K�� The value K� is a correlation length� Hence the e
ect of such correlation on Eq� �� can

be estimated by summing k from � to K�� Note that neglect of this serial correlation will always

cause the value of our simple estimate� &��� to be less than the true ���

In the random walks used here� K� strongly depends upon the time step �t� Clearly� it is

preferable to use the largest time step possible to minimize serial correlation� This choice must be

balanced in rejection methods with the necessity of using a smaller time step to avoid excessive

rejection�

Other methods for estimating �� are often preferred over Eq� �� because of the implied double

sum� The simplest is the method of data blocking� Consider grouping the data as follows�

hAi �
�

n

nX
i��

�
� �

m

�i���mX
j�i�m��

Aj

�
A �

�

n

nX
i��

hAii� ����

The quantity hAii is the block average of all data between �i
m� � � and �i� ��m� where m is the

block size� If m 	 K�� the quantities Ai and Ai�m will be essentially uncorrelated� and &�� will be

very close to ��� It is only necessary to estimate empirically the value of K� in order to implement

blocking� A possible pitfall of this method is that as K� increases� one may be unable to compute

a su�cient number of blocks to accurately estimate ���

Another method for estimating the true �� is to perform independent walks� For example� for

n independent walks started su�ciently far from each other� &�� will equal ��� This procedure can

be implemented by using an ensemble of independently selected walkers� Once n such walkers have

been equilibrated� Eq� �� can again be used� where m is the number of steps in the walk and hAii

is the average value of the i�th independent walker over these steps�
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Variance estimates in QMagiC

QMagiC uses the blocking method to estimate the variance� However� given the di�culty in ob�

taining uncorrelated blocks� QMagiC also calculates and prints the correlation coe�cients between

blocks as part of the variance analysis at the end of the run� The program then computes an esti�

mate of the variance by grouping individual block energies into superblocks� For example� in a run

with one hundred blocks� we can 	rst group the blocks by twos then calcuate the variance over the

resulting 	fty superblocks� Finally� the program splits the blocks into two equal groups� computes

the variance within each group and the covariance between the groups� then uses Eq� �� to estimate

the variance� The two groups are chosen in two di
erent ways� continuous� i�e� blocks � through

n��� and n�� � � through n� and alternating� i�e� all even numbered blocks in one group and all odd

numbered block in the other� While none of these methods is guaranteed to give the exact variance�

they are indictive�

��	 The trial wavefunction

Although there are many possible choices� this program uses a trial function of the form

# � �D�CF ����

where �D is a Slater determinant or linear combination of determinants and �CF is an explicit

correlation function� �D is a Slater determinant or linear combination of determinants� The Slater

determinant is

�D � det

�������
$���x�� � � � $���xn�

���
� � �

���
$�n�x�� � � � $�n�xn�

������� � det j $���x�� � � � $�n�xn�j � ����

Each spin orbital� $�i� consists of a spatial molecular orbital �MO� function� �i� multiplied by an

electron spin function �� or ��� Each MO� �i� is then expanded in an AO basis set of known

functions� ���

�i�x� �
X
�

ci����x�� ����

where i refers to the MO and � refers to the AO� This program can evaluate both Slater�type

orbitals �STOs� or Gaussian�type orbitals �GTOs�� In QMC each determinant is factored into two

spin determinants� �� and �� � This is necessary because we do not have any way to evaluate the

spin functions explicitly� The factorization does not change the distribution or the values of any

properties�

In the current version �CF is either a Jastrow or a Schmidt�Moskowitz�Boys�Handy �SMBH� type

function� The Jastrow form is a product of electron�electron and electron�nucleus Pad'e�Jastrow type

functions of the form�

�CF � exp

	

�

nX
i��

nX
j�i

arij
� � brij

�
� exp

�
nX
i��

NX
A��

�Arij
� � �Arij

�
����



��	 E�ective core potentials ��

Table �	 Correlation energies for selected molecules and optimized values of b� in the linear Pad'e�
Jastrow function� The full wave function is the correlation function multiplied by an approximate
Hartree�Fock determinant�

System b� (CE
LiH ��� �����
Li� ��� �����
BeH ��� �����
BH ��� �����
CH ��� �����
C� ��� �����
NH ��� �����
N� ��� �����
OH ��� �����
FH ��� �����

where n is the number of electrons and N is the number of nuclei� The quantities a� b� � and � are

adjustable parameters� a and � are chosen to satisfy the electron�electron and electron�nucleus cusp

conditions� respectively� b and � are then optimized to either minimize either the total energy or

the variance of the local energy� This program calculates the variance of the local energy �printed

at end of run� and is capable of optimizing the parameters with respect to the variance of the local

energy�

The SMBH form is the ��term function used in Moskowitz and Schmidt article in J� Chem� Phys��

vol� ��� p� �������� and is an exponential form eU where U is of the following form�

X
i	j	A

X
�

c�

�
a��riA

� � b��riA

�u� � a��rjA

� � b��rjA

�v� � a	�rij

� � b	�rij

�w�
����

which includes terms to describe electron�electron� electron�nuclear� and electron�electron�nuclear

correlations� The nine terms used by Moskowitz and Schmidt are de	ned by the fu� v� wg triplets�

f�����g� f�����g� f�����g� f�����g� f�����g� f�����g� f�����g� f�����g� and f�����g� QMagiC includes a

tenth term� f�����g� which describes the electron�nucleus cusp� The values of a and b are usually set

to unity�

Table � and Table � show the amount of correlation energy that can be recovered by each function

using VMC�

��
 E�ective core potentials

QMC methods have been applied to systems containing 	rst�row atoms with great success� Atoms

further down the periodic table� however� have posed a great computational challenge for these

methods� The reason is that a sharp increase in computation time is required to treat atoms of large

atomic number Z�

T � Z�
�toZ�
�� ����
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Table �	 Percent of atomic correlation energy recovered in a VMC calculation with a correlated
molecular orbital product wave function� The wave function consists of a Hartree�Fock determinant
and a ���term Boys�Handy function�

System (CE
He ������
Li �����
Be �����
B �����
C �����
N �����
O �����
F �����
Ne �����

The ECP method circumvents this problem by replacing the core electrons with an approximate

pseudopotenial� This is useful in most cases since it is the valence electrons that determine many

chemical properties such as bond strengths� polarizabilities� electron a�nities� and ionization po�

tentials� as well as molecular geometries� The computation time no longer depends on Z� but on

the screened nuclear charge� Ze� � Z �Ncore� where Ncore is the number of electrons in some pre�

de	ned core� Moving across a row of the periodic table� Ze� increases like Z� The computation

time�dependence is estimated to be approximately

T � �Ze��	

� ����

This dependence is a signi	cantly lower power than the previous Z�
�� More importantly however�

Ze� � unlike Z� remains a small number for all atoms�

To construct the pseudopotentials used in ECPs� we begin by writing the Fock equation �see

Ch� �� for a valence atomic orbital in the form��
�

�

�
r� �

Z

r
�
l�l � ��

�r�
� Vval � Vcore

�
�l � �l�l� ����

The operators Vval and Vcore contain the Coulomb and exchange potentials of the valence and core

electrons respectively� We now eliminate the core electrons by replacing Vval and Vcore with $Vval

and UECP � and �l with pseudo�orbitals �l to obtain the valence�only equation��
�

�

�
r� �

Z

r
�
l�l � ��

�r�
� $Vval � U

ECP

�
�l � �l�l� ����

The pseudo�orbitals are constructed to be smooth and nodeless in the core region� and to match the

Hartree�Fock orbitals in the valence region �see Fig� ���

Once the pseudo�orbitals have been constructed from all�electron Hartree�Fock� the potential is

found by inverting Eq� ��� i�e�

U
ECP � �l �

Z

r
�
l�l � ��

�r�
�

� ��r
� � $Vval �l

�l
� ����



��	 E�ective core potentials ��

Figure �	 Typical shapes for the all�electron orbitals �l and the pseudo�orbitals �l�
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Typically the pseudo�orbitals and therefore the pseudopotential are constructed on a grid using the

numerical Hartree�Fock procedure� The total pseudopotential is then 	t to the analytical form�

U
ECP �

N �

nucX
���

NvalX
i��

�
U�
lmax���ri�� �

lmaxX
l��

lX
m��l

jYlm�)i��iU�
l �ri��hYlm�)i��j

�
� ����

where the sum over � is over only those atoms having a pseudopotential� For atom �� ri� is the

distance and )i� is the solid angle of electron i measured from �� lmax is the largest orbital angular

momentum among the core orbitals� and U�
l is a local pseudopotential for atom � that depends only

on ri� and the angular momentum l� The spherical harmonics� Ylm� act as projection operators�

imposing orthogonality between the missing core and the valence wave function� The functions U�
l

determine the actual form of the ECP and are obtained on a grid� For molecules they are then 	t

to a linear combination of Gaussians for ease of integration� i�e�

Ul�r� �
�

r�

X
k

dklr
nkl e�bklr

�

� ����

with nkl taking on values of �� �� and �� In Fig� � we show plots of some typical Ul�s�

The physical interpretation of these potentials is as follows� Each angular momentum component

of the valence wave function sees a separate potential� The potential is generally repulsive for angular

momenta for which core orbitals exist� e�g� s�orbitals for 	rst�row atoms� as required by the Pauli

principle � that is� the existence of a �s orbital in the core requires that the lowest valence s

orbital be �s�like� However� for angular momenta that do not have a corresponding core orbital�
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Figure �	 Plots of r�Ul for Ar�
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the potential is generally attractive� which represents the de�screening of the nucleus as a valence

electron penetrates into the core�

In the usual QMC treatment� the evaluation of the non�local ECP operator poses a problem� One

solution is to evaluate it as a local quantity by allowing UECP to act on #val� a valence importance

function� and then dividing this by #val� This evaluation simply adds a term to the local energy� i�e�

UECP
local �#val � #��valU

ECP#val� The 	rst term on the right�hand side of Eq� �� is una
ected by this

manipulation because it is already a multiplicative �local� factor� The remaining term becomes�

N �

nucX
���

NvalX
i��

lmaxX
l��

lX
m��l

Ylm�)i��U�
l �ri��

hYlm�)i��j#vali

#val
� ����

Although this localization procedure may seem exact� in analogy to the mixed estimator for EL�

there is a subtle approximation that is being made� In all�electron QMC the exact eigenvalue can be

obtained from the mixed estimator of EL because H is Hermitian� The present development might

indicate that one can still obtain the exact energy eigenvalue of the valence Hamiltonian when UECP

is part of H� This will rarely occur� however� because one needs the exact eigenfunction to create

the correct local representation of the ECP� Otherwise the QMC walk will generate a distribution

self�consistent with UECP
local rather than the exact distribution that would be obtained with the correct

non�local UECP � For VMC there is no localization approximation � a random walk simulation using

UECP
local �#val will self�consistently produce the distribution #�

val� Recent studies have indicated that

high accuracy valence trial functions� either multideterminant or correlated molecular orbital� are



��

required to minimize the localization approximation in QMC�

� Input Speci�cations

The input consists principally of two 	les� The 	rst of these 	les speci	es the trial wavefunction to

be used �Sec� ���� and the Monte Carlo parameters �Sec� ����� The second 	le is only needed when

the present run is to start�up where a previous run left o
 �Sec� ����� This is called the XX 	le

�which is the name of the array used in the program�� and it contains the electronic con	gurations

and random numbers of a previous run� Sec� � is a sample input and output for the water molecule�

Sec� � is a brief outline of how to start using the program� and in Sec� � are comments on how to get

the program running on your computer� If you are using the ECP or the Schmidt�Moskowitz�Boys�

Handy correlation functions� the program also requires a 	le containing the respective parameters�

NOTE� All 	le names used are �xed� This makes the program easier to port� but is somewhat more

di�cult for the user� Before running the program copy the input XX 	le to inxx� The main input

	le is read in on standard input �FORTRAN unit ��� After the run you will then want to move the

output 	les to more useful names �see Sec� ���

Input is command based� with array data� such as basis sets and MO vectors� placed in free

format data groups� Commands have the syntax�

COMMAND ARG� ARG� ���

where COMMAND is one of the keywords listed below and ARG�� etc� are numerical or character

arguments� All values are space delimited� commas and � signs are not accepted� All input must

be in upper case� Any line of the input 	le beginning with a �� is considered a comment and is

ignored by the input processor� This makes it possible to comment on the input and to deactivate

commands and data while retaining both in the input 	le for future use� In data groups� all integers

can have at most �� digits� and real variables �� digits �not counting decimal point and sign� � of

which can be to the right of the decimal point� All values must be given in atomic units �hartree�

bohr� etc��� At present the maximum number of atoms expected by the input is ��� the maximum

number of primitive functions per atomic orbital �AO� shell is ���� and the maximum number of

AO shells is ���� These parameters and those pertaining to memory and other 	xed quantities are

contained in the parameter 	le� params�h�� accompanying the FORTRAN program source�

NOTE� The very 	rst line of the input is used as a run title� Any command on this line will be

ignored�

��� Specifying the trial wavefunction

To specify the trial function requires input of the determinantal part �atomic orbitals� molecular

orbitals� Slater determinants�� and the correlation functions�



�� �� INPUT SPECIFICATIONS

����� Specifying the electron�electron correlation function

The Jastrow function is speci	ed using the CORRFUN JASTROW keywords�

CORRFUN JASTROW a� b� a� b�

For the SMBH function the parameters for each atom are read in from a 	le named corr�dat if

the keywords CORRFUN SMBH is encountered in the input 	le� The corr�dat 	le de	nes the number

of atomic centers to be read in� the inverse range of the electron�electron terms� b	� then the coe��

cients for the f�����g�f�����g�f�����g�f�����g terms� followed by the f�����g� f�����g� f�����g� f�����g�

f�����g� and f�����g terms for each nuclei� The 	le corr�dat has the following format�

EXAMPLE	

Comment line �
Comment line �
number of nuclei � comment line

�
electronelectron inverse range � comment line

��������� � b��
electronelectron coefficients � comment line

��������� ��������� ��������� ��������� � ���������������
inverse range for nucleus � � comment line

��������� � b�� for nuc� �
electronnucleus coefficients � comment line

���
����� ���
����� �����
��� ��������� � ���������������
electronelectronnucleus coefficients � comment line
��������� ���
����� � �������

inverse range for nucleus � � comment line
��������� � b�� for nuc� �

electronnucleus coefficients � comment line
���
����� ���
����� �����
��� ��������� � ���������������

electronelectronnucleus coefficients � comment line
��������� ���
����� � �������

�EOF�

����� Specifying the AO basis set

The molecular orbital basis set input is indicated by the BASIS command�

BASIS

basis set title

ATOMSYMBOL� X� Y� Z� LAMBDA� NU�

BASISSYMBOL� ZETA�

BASISSYMBOL� ZETA�

���

�end atom input with blank line	

ATOMSYMBOL� CHARGE� X� Y� Z� LAMBDA� NU�

BASISSYMBOL� ZETA�



��� Specifying the trial wavefunction ��

BASISSYMBOL� ZETA�

���

�end atom input with blank line	

ENDBASIS

ATOMSYMBOL is the atomic symbol �used only for output purposes� up to �� characters� CHARGE is

the atomic charge in !oating point format� X� Y� Z� and the cartesian coordinates of the atom in bohr�

and LAMBDA and NU are the electron�nuclear Jastrow parameters� BASISSYMBOL is a character string

specifying the type and quantum numbers of an atomic orbital with exponent ZETA� BASISSYMBOL

can be one of the following�

Basis Type Principal Angular
Symbol quantum no� function
nS STO n��� S

nP STO n��� X� Y� Z shell created

nPX� nPY� nPZ STO n��� X� Y or Z

nD STO n��� XX� YY� ZZ� XY� XZ

and YZ shell created

nDXX� nDYY�

nDZZ� nDXY� STO n��� XX� YY� ZZ� XY� XZ� or YZ

nDXZ� nDYZ

nF� nG� nH� nI STO n��� only individual Cartesian

orbitals� e�g� �FXYZ�

shells are not created

G�S� G�P� GTO n must be l�� Same as for STOs

G�D� etc�

BASLIB Read from

basis set

library�

When BASLIB is speci	ed then the name of the basis set is given in place of ZETA� The available

basis set names can be found in the 	le basis�lib� Additional orbitals can be added to the library

sets by specifying them on the lines following the BASLIB keyword�

EXAMPLE	

BASIS
Methane  doublezeta basis from Clementi
Carbon 
� �� �� �� ����� ��
��

�S ���
�
�S �����
�S �����
�S ���
�
�P ����

�P ����


Hydrogen� �� ��
��� �����
 ��
BASLIB H�DZ



�� �� INPUT SPECIFICATIONS

Hydrogen� �� ��
��� �����
 ��
BASLIB H�DZ

Hydrogen� �� �� �����
 ��
���
BASLIB H�DZ

Hydrogen� �� �� �����
 ��
���
BASLIB H�DZ

ENDBASIS

Contracted Basis Sets

Many electronic structure programs use contracted basis sets where the atomic orbitals are made up

of a linear combination of primitive STOs or GTOs� This option is available by specifying CONT in

place of ZETA� then listing the primitive function�s exponent and contraction coe�cient on separate

lines and ending with a blank line� i�e��

BASISSYMBOL� CONT
ZETA� COEF�
ZETA� COEF�

���
ZETAn COEFn

BASISSYMBOL� CONT
���

At this time� automatic 	lling of shells �px� py� pz� is not supported� Each shell component must

be speci	ed separately�

EXAMPLE	

BASIS
fluorine atom  ANO Gaussian basis set

Fluorine �� �� �� �� ��� ����
G�S CONT
���������� ������
�
���������� ��������
���������� �����

�
�
�������� �������

���������� �������

���������� ��������
���
������ �������

���������� ���
����
���������� ��������
���������� ��������
���
������ �����
��
�
�������� ��������
�����
���� ��������

G�PX CONT
���������� ��������
�
�������� ��������
���
������ ��������

��������� �����
��



��� Specifying the trial wavefunction ��

���������� ���
�
��
�����
���� �����
��
���������� ��������
���������� ���
�
��
������
��� ��������

�etc��

����� Molecular Orbital Occupancy

The WFN command begins the speci	cation of the coe�cient and MO occupancy of each determinant�

The format is�

WFN

coef� occ�� occ�� occ�� occ�� ��� �total number of MOs	

coef� occ�� occ�� occ�� occ�� ��� �total number of MOs	

ENDWFN

The coe�cients are those for simple Slater determinants� This program does not support con�

	guration state functions or other linear combinations of determinants� coef� is the coe�cient

of determinant �� The values occ��� occ��� ��� � occin� are character symbols which specify the

occupation of MO number n in determinant i�

These symbols are�

Value Occupation
DOC doubly occupied
ALP singly occupied� spin alpha
BET singly occupied� spin beta
UOC unoccupied

EXAMPLE	

�Li atom excited state �� MOS
WFN
�������
 ALP DOC UOC UOC UOC UOC UOC UOC UOC UOC
�������� DOC ALP UOC UOC UOC UOC UOC UOC UOC UOC
�������� ALP UOC UOC UOC UOC UOC UOC UOC DOC UOC
�������� ALP UOC UOC UOC BET UOC UOC UOC ALP UOC
�������� ALP UOC ALP UOC UOC UOC UOC BET UOC UOC
�������
 BET UOC ALP UOC UOC UOC UOC ALP UOC UOC
�������� ALP UOC DOC UOC UOC UOC UOC UOC UOC UOC
�����
�� UOC DOC UOC UOC UOC UOC UOC UOC UOC ALP
�����
�� ALP ALP UOC UOC UOC UOC UOC UOC UOC BET
�������� DOC UOC UOC UOC UOC UOC UOC UOC UOC ALP
ENDWFN

Note that there must be the same number of MOs in each line� Note also that UHF wave

functions can be speci	ed by specifying the alpha and beta orbitals separately�



�� �� INPUT SPECIFICATIONS

����� Molecular Orbital Vectors

The MO vectors are input in HONDO format� Each MO is listed AOs on each line with the MO

number and line number in the 	rst � columns� The input routine can be modi	ed to read in your

favorite format�

EXAMPLE	

VECTORS
� � �������
��e�� ������
���e������������e�� ����������e������������e��
� � ��
������
e�� ����������e��� ����������e��� ����������e��� ����������e���
� �������
���e������
�����e�� ����������e�� ��
�������e�� ����������e��
� ���

������e�� ����������e��� ����������e��� ����������e��� ����������e���
� � ����������e��� ����������e��� ����������e��� ����������e��� ����������e���
� � ����������e��� ����������e��� ����������e��� ����������e��� ����������e���
ENDVECTORS

See example input 	les for exact format or subroutine VECRD�

����
 Splining the MOs

This program is able to 	t the MO contributions of each atom with cubic spline� an eliminate costly

evaluation of large basis sets� A radial spline is created for each angular momentum present in each

MO on every atom� The radial domain� r� from � to in	nity is scaled to t on the interval � to � by

t �
r

s � r
� ����

The inverse transformation is

r �
st

�� t
� ����

Note that when t � �� r � �� t � �� r � �� and t � ���� r � s� The MO is evaluated on a radial

grid in t�space with NSPLINE knots� At this point it is easy to 	x up the electron�nucleus cusp by

scaling the spline knots with an electron�nucleus Pad'e�Jastrow function with � set to the di
erence

between the input and exact cusp values� The knots are then 	t with cubic splines�

The spline commands are�

Command Arguments Description
SPLINE none tells program to spline the MOs
NSPLINE � integer number of knots in spline
SSCALE � real radial scale factor� s
FIXCUSP none 	x the cusp of the spline
PRINTSPL none print the spline

Whenever using the spline 	rst run a short job without the spline as a control run� Then choose

various values of NSPLINE and SSCALE to achieve the best match between the spline and control

runs� Typical values of NSPLINE are ��� to ���� knots and SSCALE��� Note that FIXCUSP is a new�

and relatively untested feature� Use at your own risk�



��� E�ective Core Potentials ��

��� E�ective Core Potentials

Version ��� includes a new implementation of ECPs� It is still in the testing phase� so check all

results carefully� To use ECPs specify the PSEUDOPOT keyword in the input 	le� The PSEUDOPOT

keyword has two arguements

NQUAD Number of quadrature points used in the numerical

integration scheme�

ECPTOL Cutoff value for the ECP potential�

After this line list the name of the pseudopotential to be used for each atom� beginning with atom

� and putting only one atom per line� If the atom does not use a pseudopotential put NONE and end

with ENDPSEUDO�

EXAMPLE	

PSEUDOPOT ECPTOL����E
 NQUAD���
PO�CEP �CEPtype ecp for atom one �Po	
NONE �No ECP for atom two �H	

ENDPSEUDO

The program will then read the atomic ECP parameters from a 	le named ecp�lib �provided

with version ����� To see which ECPs are available see ecp�lib� all ECPs are named by the atomic

symbol �in uppercase�� an underscore� and the name of the ECP �CEP stands for the Compact

E
ective Potentials of Stevens� Basch� and Krause�� ECPs may be added to this 	le at any point�

as long as they are properly formatted�

The number of quadrature points can be �� �� or ��� Since the time taken to evaluate the ECP

depends linearly on this number� the smaller numbers� � or ��� are recommended�

��� Optimization of the trial function

QMagiC is capable of optimizing the correlation function parameters using 	xed� sample variance�
optimization method� The input command is

OPTIMIZE MAXIT���� CONV���� NOPT���� DELTA����

where MAXIT is the maximum number of iterations in the Fletcher�Reeves�Polak�Ribiere conjugate�

gradient method �from Numerical Recipes�� CONV is the convergence criterion as measured by the

relative energy di
erence between iterations �i�e� abs�iter�n��iter�n����*iter�n��� NOPT is a number

which selects the parameters to be optimized ���all SMBH� ��not active� ��Jastrow�� and DELTA is

the o
set used to compute 	nite di
erence derivatives with respect to the parameters� Given these

parameters the program will then attempt to optimize variance of the local energy over the initial

ensemble of con	gurations�



�� �� INPUT SPECIFICATIONS

��� Monte Carlo Parameters

The command words below control the random walk and the type of Monte Carlo �variational or

	xed�node di
usion� performed� The total walk is sectioned into blocks� The time for one block

multiplied by the number of blocks determines the total time �imaginary time in hartree���� The

time divided by the time step is the number of steps in the walk� Memory is allocated for the

maximum number of walkers allowed� The ensemble will be randomly truncated to the normalized

ensemble size whenever this maximum size is reached� The ensemble will automatically be copied

up to the normalized size whenever it reaches the minimum size speci	ed� Note that if too much

renormalizing is performed the energy will be biased� Multiple runs may be speci	ed in one input

	le by appending one after another� Note� however� that the memory is allocated only for the 	rst

run� so it is inadvisable to change the ensemble size� the basis set� etc� See example below for typical

use or refer to the input 	le examples�

Command Arguments Description
FIXEDNODE none perform 	xed node run� same as DIFFUSION
DIFFUSION none use the di
usion Green�s function
VARIATIONAL none perform VMC walk
NUMBLK � integer number of blocks
BLKTIM � real imaginary time in one block
TSTEP � real imaginary time step
KONORM � integer normalized size of ensemble �default ����
KONMIN � integer minimum size of ensemble �default KONORM�� �
KONMAX � integer maximum size of ensemble �default ��KONORM �
WMIN � real weight at which con	gurations are tested for deletion
WMAX � real weight at which con	gurations are tested for duplication
RANSEED � integer initial random number seed
FQTOL � real quantum force cuto

ETRIAL � real initial trial energy
ETW � real weight used to update trial energy each block
READXX none read in XX 	le from previous run
INXX � character input XX 	le format� FORMATTED or UNFORMATTED
OUTXX � character output XX 	le format� FORMATTED or UNFORMATTED
PRINT � integer printing of energies after every block� ��do� ��don�t
PUNCH � integer punching of XX 	le� see description in Sec� ���
MOMENTS none measure dipole and quadrupole moments
RDIST none measure the radial distribution function �implies MOMENTS�
RUN none begin run
NORUN none check output and quit
END none end of input 	le

��� Description of the XX �le

This 	le is separate from the input 	le� You do not need to create or change this 	le� The program

will generate this 	le automatically after a successful run�

Warning	 the program does not check whether this �le is compatible with the present

run �e�g� the same molecule� or wave function was used in both runs� This provides



��
 Multiple runs ��

�exibility� but it is up to you to keep things straight� A mixup can result in garbage�

The XX 	le can be either formatted or unformatted� The unformatted version is most e�cient

in using disk space and there is no loss of precision of the electronic coordinates� The formatted 	le

is useful when one wishes to move the XX 	le from one computer to another and for processing or

inspecting the coordinates with an editor or another program� The formatted 	le looks like this�

TITLE
Descriptive title of XX file� This is the title from BASIS when output
END
ETRIAL
Trial energy from last run� Will be used only if ETRIAL in input is ��
END
RAND
The final random number from previous run�
END
XX
The electronic coordinates listed one electron at a time in �F����� format�
END

The PUNCH command controls the amount of writing to the XX 	le as follows

Option Action
PUNCH � XX 	le is not written
PUNCH � new XX 	le written at end of each run
PUNCH � new XX 	le written at end of each block
PUNCH � con	gurations are appended to XX 	le

at end of each block�

For PUNCH � or � the output XX 	le is overwritten with the current coordinates of the ensemble�

However� for PUNCH � the current coordinates are appended to the output XX 	le� This is the best

way to increase the size of the ensemble� By default� if there aren�t enough walkers in the XX 	le� the

program will randomly copy these walkers to 	ll the ensemble to KONORM� This method can produce

a highly correlated ensemble since each new walker occupies the same position as its parent� Using

PUNCH � allows the user to increase the ensemble size while decreasing the correlation between a

walker and its parent by the number of steps in a block�

��	 Multiple runs

This program allows for multiple runs from a single input 	le if desired� However� at present the

program does not reallocate memory for each run� so there are restrictions on what the subsequent

runs can change from the initial run� The atoms and basis set cannot be changed� KONMAX cannot be

changed� The following can be speci	ed or changed� FIXEDNODE� DIFFUSION� VARIATIONAL� NUMBLK�

BLKTIM� TSTEP� KONORM� KONMIN� RANSEED� FQTOL� ETRIAL� ETW� READXX� INXX� OUTXX� PRINT� PUNCH�

MOMENTS� RDIST� EECF� RUN� NORUN� and END� Note that once END is speci	ed the job will stop�



�� �� GETTING STARTED

� Output �les

The output is contained in �at least� two 	les� the standard output� which is written to the 	le

qmc�out and the 	nal �and intermediate� XX 	le� which is written to the 	le outxx� The contents of

the output XX 	le is the same as the input XX 	le� The default is to write out a new XX 	le every

block� This allows for restarting the run in case of a system failure� The standard output consists

of a reiteration of the input� the block energies� and the 	nal energies and some other statistics� For

examples see Sec� � and the provided sample output 	les�

In addition to these 	les� if PRINTSPL is speci	ed then the spline is written to orbplt and if

RDIST is speci	ed then the radial distribution is written to the 	le rdist� During the run a log 	le

of the block energies is written to qmc�log and a restart 	le �not active yet� is written to job�

� Getting started

To compile QuantuMagiC run one of the Makefile�s in the src�f�� directory� You will 	rst need

to change any system calls in the mach�f 	le to match your operating system� Several examples

of mach�f 	les are given in this directory �c�f� fujitsu�f� sun�f etc��� Once the compilation is

complete run all the short test cases in directory tests� You may also want to run the longer

examples in directory exam�

To start running from scratch the following steps are needed�

�� Generate a trial function� Typically a DZ to DZP SCF function using STOs� QuantuMagiC

is designed to be compatible with HONDO� Thus in HONDO specify STO �� or STO ��

and set the scale parameter to the desired ZETA� Then in QMC� just specify the ZETA� and

include the �PUN �FOR���� from HONDO� Note that the VMC energy should be slightly

lower than the SCF energy since we use real STOs not STO�NG�s�

�� Generate an initial set of walkers� For small systems the automatic procedure for generating

random con	gurations almost always works� For large numbers of electrons more problems

can occur� If di�culties occur in generation� obtain a single con	guration by any means and

do a short VMC walk with PUNCH � set� The output XX 	le will contain all the con	gurations

saved after each block� Move the output XX 	le to the input XX 	le and run again with a

larger ensemble size� This procedure is used rather that letting the program automatically

copy the walker to 	ll the entire ensemble because it reduces the serial correlation between the

resulting walkers in the ensemble�

�� Test the CPU time requirements� With a small ensemble� very short values of BLKTIM� NUMBLK�

and a large TSTEP �say ����� run a VMC walk to see how long it takes� The CPU time scales

linearly with BLKTIM� NUMBLK� and KONORM�

�� Equilibrate this ensemble for a VMC run� Equilibrium is usually achieved in ���� hartree���



��

For cases with very slow convergence� one can run a short QMC run to help push the ensemble

along�

�� Optimize the parameters� Knowing the CPU requirements� increase BLKTIM� NUMBLK� and

KONORM to achieve optimum performance� Also 	nd a TSTEP which produces an acceptance

ratio of ��(���(� The values of BLKTIM� NUMBLK� and KONORM must be balanced so that each

is as large as possible� yet still keep the CPU down� In order for the statistical precision to

be accurate NUMBLK should be at least �� and BLKTIM*TSTEP should be ��� steps� Hence� if

necessary� KONORM can be kept at � for a VMC run� so as to decrease equilibration time and

increase the reliability of the computed statistical precision� At this point moderate size VMC

runs are performed to optimize the EECF and ENCF parameters� For the linear Pade�Jastrow

EECF a����� and a good starting value of b is one half the atomic number of the heaviest nuclei

present�

�� Eliminate the time step bias in DMC� Choose several time steps which give acceptance ratios

���( and allow the ensembles to equilibrate� Run long enough to either detect the time step

bias or determine that it is negligible� From these determine the target values of the time step

for large production runs� Calculate the energies of these time steps until the desired statistical

precision has been reached� Extrapolate to zero time step� and analyze the results as desired�

Linear extrapolations are usually good for very small time steps� and quadratic for somewhat

larger time steps� Remember the points will not fall on the line� but should be within the ��(

error estimates �� sigma�� If you need third or higher order� use smaller time steps� or double

your error bars� Higher order extrapolations are unpredictable in DMC�

� Conversion Hints

This code has several features intended to aid in conversion from one machine to another� The only

machine dependent subroutines are in the mach�f 	le� These can be replaced by versions which

work on your machine� and no further modi	cations should be necessary� On some machines you

may encounter 	le handling problems� if so modify open sf�f and open su�f� In addition� there are

a few other subroutines you may want to replace to optimize the code� These are RDVEC and RANDU

RDVEC reads in the atomic orbital coe�cients in standard HONDO format� If you have a SCF code

which produces another format� it is probably easier to rewrite RDVEC than to change the format of

the coe�cients� The random number generator provided is portable but is probably slower than a

native generator on your machine� To convert to a new generator� change RANDU� RANGET� RANSET

and VRAND�

The most important step is to run all of the test cases with the random number generator

provided� Even this may not give perfectly reproducible results due to di
erent integer and !oat�

ing point word formats on di
erent machines� Note that these were run on the Fujitsu VPX���

supercomputer which uses IBM hexadecimal words�



�� 	� KNOWN PROBLEMS

� Known problems

The VMC portion of this program is not particularly reliable� The algorithm used converges slowly

and often gets stuck in local minima regions� If you are trying to reproduce SCF energies be aware

that trial functions computed with STO�nG will not have the same energy when run with STOs�

Usually the energy is higher due to the errors in the MOs� It is usually helpful to run the VMC for

several thousand steps� then run DMC then return to VMC� This accelerates the convergence�

The DMC program is designed for small time steps� Use of large time steps to speed up the

calculation can result in garbage� such as falling into a black hole �i�e� energy is ridiculously too

negative� and other bad behavior� It seems to behave fairly well for time steps smaller than ���� for

Li + Ne� In general make sure to use time steps for which the acceptance ratio is ���(�



��

	 Sample input and output

Sample input �le

��������� Sodium Dimer� ECP with 	 valence electron ���������

� XX FILE HANDLING

INXX FORMATTED

OUTXX FORMATTED

READXX

PUNCH �

� RUN PARAMETERS

DIFFUSION

ETRIAL �������

ETW ��	

NUMBLK 	�

BLKTIM 	����

TSTEP ��	

FQTOL 	��������

KONORM 	��

KONMAX ���

MOMENTS

� MOLECULAR SPECIFICATION

UNITS ANGST

USE ECP

USE SMBH

SPLINE

NSPLINE 	���

BASIS

Sodium dimer using 	 e� ECP from Steven� Basch � Krause

Na 	� �� �� �� �� ��

G	S ���
����

G	S ��������

G	S ������

G	S ���	��

G
P ���
����

G
P ��������

G
P ������

G
P ���	��

Na 	� �� �� �� �� ��

G	S ���
����

G	S ��������

G	S ������

G	S ���	��

G
P ���
����

G
P ��������

G
P ������

G
P ���	��

ENDBASIS

WFN

	���� DOC

ENDWFN

������ ORBITALS FROM RHF �����

VECTORS

	 	 ��	���	��e������	������	e����������e�������	�����e��	 ����������e���

	 
 ����������e��� ���	��

�e��
 ����������e��� ����������e�������

���e��	

	 � ����������e��� ����������e������

�����e��	 ����������e��� ����������e���

	 ����	������e��	 ��	���	��e������	������	e����������e�������	�����e��	

	  ����������e��� ����������e�������	��

�e��
 ����������e��� ����������e���

	 � ���

���e��	 ����������e��� ����������e��� ��

�����e��	 ����������e���



�� �� SAMPLE INPUT AND OUTPUT

	 � ����������e��� ��	������e��	

ENDVECTORS

�

RUN

� ���

END

� ���

Sample ecp�dat

ECP data for Na dimer

number of quad points

�

tolerance for cutting off ECP

	�e��

number of nuclei with ECPs




Na ECP from SBK Ne�	�� core

Atom number 	� Lmax�core�	 �p�

	 	

U�d�� l�
� 	 term


 	

�
������ 	 �������

U�s�d�� l��� 
 terms

� 


��
��	 � ���
�


������� 
 	�		��

U�p�d�� l��� 
 terms

	 


��
���	 � 	�
�	�


��	� 
 �����	

Atom number 
� Lmax�core�	 �p�


 	

U�d�� l�
� 	 term


 	

�
������ 	 �������

U�s�d�� l��� 
 terms

� 


��
��	 � ���
�


������� 
 	�		��

U�p�d�� l��� 
 terms

	 


��
���	 � 	�
�	�


��	� 
 �����	

Sample corr�dat

Data for Boys�Handy type correlation function

Na dimer� ECP calculation� Near�HF basis set

number of nuclei




electron�electron inverse range

	��������

electron�electron coefficients

�������� ���		�
�
 ��	������ ��
������

inverse range for nucleus 	

	��������

electron�nucleus coefficients

��������� �����	���� 
�������� ���
	�����

electron�electron�nucleus coefficients

�����
���� ��������



��

inverse range for nucleus 


	��������

electron�nucleus coefficients

��������� �����	���� 
�������� ���
	�����

electron�electron�nucleus coefficients

�����
���� ��������

Sample output �le

	




�

�



� ��������� Sodium dimer� ECP with 	 valence electron ���������

�

�

�

	�

		

	
 ANOTHER FANTASTIC RUN OF SUPER

	�

	� Q U A N T U M A G I C

	 � � �

	� A FIXED NODE DIFFUSION QUANTUM MONTE CARLO PROGRAM

	� �� VERSION ����	� 	
 SEPTEMBER 	�� ��

	�

	� BY B�L�HAMMOND� C�W�GREEFF� R�N�BARNETT�


� M�M�SOTO� L�TERRAY� P�J�REYNOLDS�


	 AND PROF� WM� A� LESTER�JR�



 UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA� BERKELEY


� AND LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY


�


 VECTOR AND PARALLEL VERSION


�


�


�


�

��

�	 QQQQ MM MM CCCCC

�
 QQQQQQQQ MM MM CCCCCCCCC

�� QQQ QQQ MMMM MMMM CCC CC

�� QQ QQ MMMM MMMM CC

� QQ QQ MM MM MM CC

�� QQ QQ MM MM MM CC

�� QQ QQ MM MM CC

�� QQ QQ MM MM CC

�� QQ QQ QQ MM MM CC

�� QQ QQ QQ MM MM CC

�	 QQ QQ MM MM CC

�
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� THE DATE AND TIME ARE NOW 	���� 		�	����

	 ALL CPU TIMES ARE IN MINUTES






�� �� SAMPLE INPUT AND OUTPUT

� NUMBER OF INTEGER WORDS REQUESTED ��� AMOUNT AVAILABLE �����

� NUMBER OF REAL�� WORDS REQUESTED ����� AMOUNT AVAILABLE 
������
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�

�

��

�	 ��������� Sodium ECP with 	 valence electron ���������

�
 	

��

�� 	 ��������������������������������

� MONTE CARLO RUN � 	

�� ��������������������������������

�� SCRATCH MEMORY REQUEST� TOTAL MEMORY USED ���	

��

�� ALL DISTANCES IN ANGSTROMS

��

�	 Sodium dimer using 	 e� ECP from Steven� Basch � Krause

�
 ATOMIC PARAMETERS

�� ATOM CHARGE X Y Z LAMBDA NU A�O�S

�� NA 	 ����� ����� ����� ������� ������� 	�

� NA 	 ����� ����� ������ ������� ������� 	�

��

��

��

�� CENTER OF MASS COORDINATES

�� XCM � ����� YCM � ����� ZCM � 	����

�	

�


��

�� ATOMIC BASIS SET

�

�� ATOM ORBITAL ORBITAL EXPONENT COEFFICIENT

�� NUMBER TYPE NORM �UNNORM�
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� INTERNUCLEAR DISTANCES

	


	
�

	
� NA NA

	
� NA ����� ������

	
� NA ������ �����

	��

	�	

	�
 NUMBER OF NUCLEI � 


	�� NUMBER OF ELECTRONS FOR NEUTRAL � 


	�� NUMBER OF ATOMIC ORBITAL SHELLS � 	�

	� TOTAL NUMBER OF ATOMIC ORBITALS � �


	�� NUCLEAR POTENTIAL ENERGY � �	����


	��

	�� INPUT TRIAL FUNCTION MOLECULAR ORBITALS�

	��

	��

	�	 	

	�


	��

	�� NA 	 G	S 	 �	���

	� G	S 
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	�� G	S � ����
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�� �� SAMPLE INPUT AND OUTPUT

	� G
PZ �
 ��	��

	��

	��

	�� NUMBER OF SLATER DETERMINANTS � 	

	�� NUMBER OF MOLECULAR ORBITALS � 	

	�� ELECTRONIC CHARGE � �

	�	 STATE MULTIPLICITY � 	

	�
 NUMBER OF ALPHA ORBITALS � 	

	�� NUMBER OF BETA ORBITALS � 	

	��

	�

	�� ORBITAL OCCUPATION OF DETERMINANTS

	�� DET� COEF� MO � OCCUPIED BY ELECTRON

	�� ALPHA ELECTRONS � 	� �

	�� 	 	��������� 	

	�� BETA ELECTRONS � 
� �

	�	 	 	��������� 	

	�


	��

	�� Sodium dimer using 	 e� ECP from Steven� Basch � Krause

	�

	��

	��

	��

	��


�� AVERAGE ATOMIC CUSP CONDITIONS


�	


�
 ATOM� DENS� DERIV� CUSP DIFF


�� 	 ������E��� ������� 	�������


�� 
 ������E��� ������� 	�������


�


��


�� �� THE MOs WILL BE SPLINED ��


�� NUMBER OF SPLINE KNOTS � 	���


�� SPLINE CALCULATION METHOD � �


	� R��A�R� SCALE PARAMETER A � 	�������


		 EXPONENTIAL SPLINE TENSION � 	


	
 PRINT FLAG � �


	� NUMBER OF GRID POINTS FOR PRINT � �


	� MAX NO� OF ANG MOMENTUM FUNCS � �


	 MAX NO� OF ANG MOM BY NUCLEUS � � �


	� COMPUTING SPLINE FOR NUCLEUS 	 NA


	� COMPUTING SPLINE FOR NUCLEUS 
 NA


	�


	�



�



	




 MAXIMUM SIZE OF ENSEMBLE � ���



� MINIMUM SIZE OF ENSEMBLE � 




� SIZE ENSEMBLE NORMALIZED TO � 	��



 MAXIMUM ALLOWED WEIGHT � 	��������



� MINIMUM ALLOWED WEIGHT � �	�����



� INITIAL TRIAL ENERGY � ��������



� NEW TRIAL ENERGY WEIGHT � �	�����



� HBAR��
�
�MASS � ������


�� UNIT CHARGE��
 OR E��
 � 	�������


�	 FLAG FOR E�E CORRELATION FUNCT � �


�
 THE EECF VALUES ARE ������ 	������ ������ ������


�� DIPOLE AND QUADRUPOLE MOMENTS OF THIS DISTRIBUTION WILL BE COMPUTED


�� OUTPUT PRINTING LEVEL � 	


�
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�� �������������������������������������������


�� EFFECTIVE CORE POTENTIAL APPROXIMATION USED


�	 �������������������������������������������


�



�� No� of Quad� Points for Angular Momentum Projections� �


�� Tolerance for setting range of ECP� �	��E��


�


�� ECP Data for Atom Number� 	


�� Maximum l Occupied in Core� 	


�� Range for ECP� ���
����


�� Data for l � � Potential


� coeff power zeta


	 ��
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� Data for l � 	 Potential


� coeff power zeta
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�	 ECP Data for Atom Number� 



�
 Maximum l Occupied in Core� 	


�� Range for ECP� ���
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�� Data for l � � Potential


� coeff power zeta


�� ��
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�� Data for l � 	 Potential
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 Potential
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�� �����������������������������������


�� SMBH TYPE CORRELATION FUNCTION USED


� �����������������������������������


�� Electron�Electron Inverse Range


�� 	�������


�� Electron�Electron Coefficients


�� ������ ��		�
� �	����� �
�����


��


�	 For Nucleus 	


�
 Inverse Range


�� 	�������


�� Electron�Nucleus Coefficients


� ������� ����	��� 
������� ���
	����


�� Electron�Electron�Nucleus Coefficients



�� �� SAMPLE INPUT AND OUTPUT


�� ����
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�� For Nucleus 


��� Inverse Range

��	 	�������

��
 Electron�Nucleus Coefficients
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��� Electron�Electron�Nucleus Coefficients
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�	� ����������������

�		 ENSEMBLE READ IN

�	
 ����������������

�	�

�	� ��������������������������������

�	 FIXED�NODE DIFFUSION MONTE CARLO

�	� ��������������������������������

�	�

�	� TIME STEP � �	����

�	� NUMBER OF STEPS IN BLOCK � 	��

�
� TIME IN ONE BLOCK � 	����

�
	 VALUE OF ABLOCK IF NO BRANCHING � 	����

�

 NUMBER OF BLOCKS � 	�

�
� TOTAL TIME FOR THIS WALK � 	�����

�
� QUANTUM FORCE CUTOFF USED � ��	�
�E���

�
 INITIAL RANDOM NUMBER SEED � �	��	�	�

�
�

�
�

�
� elapsed time� ��
� vector time� ���� total times� ��
 ���

�
�

��� TITLE OF XX FILE�

��	 Sodium dimer using 	 e� ECP from Steven� Basch � Krause
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��� ROBUST AVERAGE� ������� ���
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�����

��� SIGMA� ������

���

���

���

��	 ���������������������������������������������������

��
 � �

��� � THE TOTAL ENERGY OF THIS RUN IS ������	� �

��� � WITH AN ESTIMATED ERROR OF ���	�� �

�� � �

��� ���������������������������������������������������
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��� Sodium dimer using 	 e� ECP from Steven� Basch � Krause

���

��� QUANTITY AVERAGES ERROR

��	 LN CORR FUNCTIONS 
���	��E��� ���	���E���

��
 E�E POTENTIAL ENERGY 	����	�E��	 
������E���

��� E�N POTENTIAL ENERGY ����	�
��E��	 ��
���		E���

��� E�E DISTANCE �������
E��� 	������
E��	

�� CORR FUNCTIONS ENERGY 	�	�����E��
 
��	��	�E���

��� KINETIC ENERGY 	��	���E��	 ��������E���

��� POTENTIAL ENERGY ���
���
�E��	 �����E���

��� ECP ENERGY ����


�E��
 
���
���E���

��� ELOCAL ENERGY ESTIMATE ������	��E��	 	�������E���

��� GROWTH ENERGY ESTIMATE �������	E��	 	���	�E���

��	 NODES FOUND�BLOCK ��������E��� ��������E���

��
 VIRIAL THEOREM �
T�V� �������

E��	 ���	
��
E���

��� VIRIAL THEOREM ��V�
T� 	���

�E��� ���
���E��


��� ACCEPTANCE RATIO �������E��	 	�����E���

�� INT�MULT�X� � MULT �������E��	 	�������E��	

��� TOTAL NUMBER OF TIMES A NODE WAS CROSSED IS �

��� ENSEMBLE UNDERFLOWS� �� OVERFLOWS� �

��� �ROBUST AVERAGE AND SIGMA EXCLUDE MIN� MAX AND ALL

��� ENERGIES GREATER THAN 
�SIGMA FROM �TOTAL ENERGY�

���

��	

��
 ����� VARIANCE OF THE LOCAL ENERGY �����

��� ����� FOR THIS TRIAL FUNCTION� FROM �����

��� ����� UNWEIGHTED �VMC� AVERAGES �����

�� Unweighted average of E�L � ���������

��� Unweighted average of E�L�
 � �	
����

��� Variance of E�L � ��������

���

���

�	�

�		

�	


�	�

�	� ����������� ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES SECTION �����������

�	 NOTE� FOR DIFFUSION MONTE CARLO THESE QUANTITIES

�	� ARE COMPUTED W�R�T� THE MIXED DISTRIBUTION� THEY

�	� ARE NOT EXPECTATION VALUES OF THE PURE DISTRIBUTION

�	�



�� �� SAMPLE INPUT AND OUTPUT

�	�

�
� DIPOLE MOMENTS �IN A�U��

�
	 X Y Z

�

 �����
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��	� ��	
�	�


�
� ��� ����	� ��� ����� ��� �������

�
�

�
 DIPOLE MOMENTS �IN DEBYE�

�
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�
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��� X Y Z
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��

��� ELECTRON � CM RADIUS�
 �IN A�U�� 
��������� �������

���

��	

��


��� ������ BEGIN ERROR BAR ANALYSIS �������

��� Testing the effect of serial correlation on the error bar

��

���

��� Correlation Coeffients

��� k rho�k�

��� ��� ��������

�� 	 ��
�	

�	 
 ������

�
 � �	
�

��

��

� Grouping into superblocks

�� �������������������������

�� Superblock size� 	� Error estimate� ���	
�

�� Superblock size� 
� Error estimate� ������

�� Superblock size� �� Error estimate� ���	�



���

��	 Dividing blocks into two groups and

��
 explicitly adding in the covariance

��� �����������������������������������

��� ALTERNATING  BLOCKS� Error estimate� �������

�� CONTIGUOUS  BLOCKS� Error estimate� ������


���

��� ������ END ERROR BAR ANALYSIS �������

���

���

��� �������������������� SUMMARY OF RUN ��������������������

��	 TAU ENERGY ACC�RATIO CPU

��
 �	���� �������� ������� ������ ��
�

��� ��������������������������������������������������������

���

�� �� MEMORY CHECK OK ��

��� THE DATE AND TIME ARE NOW 	����	 		�	����

��� ALL CPU TIMES ARE IN MINUTES



��

Explanation of the sample output

The important features of the output 	le are listed here by line number� The line numbers were

added for clarity and are not produced by the program�

Line �	 Title of run� from the 	rst line of input 	le�

Line ��	 Version of QuantuMagiC you are using�

Lines 
� and 
�	 Memory requirements� If the system you are running exceeds the internal limits

of the program then you will need to change the internal limits to satisfy the total memory as

listed here�

Lines �� to �
	 Atomic geometry information� electron�nucleus Jastrow parameters and number

of atomic orbitals listed�

Lines �� to ���	 Atomic basis set information� The program uses unnormalized AOs� i�e� the

normalization will be absorbed into the MO coe�cients� The unnormalization constants for

each AO are listed here�

Lines ��� to ���	 Number of nuclei� electrons� atomic orbitals and nuclear potential energy� Al�

ways check for accuracy�

Lines ��� to ��
	 Unnormalized MO coe�cients� These are the input coe�cients multiplied by

the unnormalization constants�

Lines ��� to ���	 Number of Slater determinants� MOs� electronic charge� multiplicity� etc� The

program calculates these from the input� Make sure to check these for accuracy�

Lines ��� to ���	 Average cusp conditions� The program uses the SCF density to compute the

average derivative at the nuclei� The value listed under DIFF� should be used as � of the

electron�nuclear Jastrow�

Lines ��� to ���	 If the MOs are being splined then information about the procedure is printed

here� If the FIXCUSP directive is speci	ed then the MO cusps are printed�

Lines ��� to ���	 Monte Carlo and other run parameters�

Lines ��� to ���	 If the e
ective core potential approximation is used� then the ECP data for

each atom is listed here�

Lines ��� to ��
	 If the SMBH correlation function is used the parameters are given here�

Line ���	 Description of how the ensemble was generated�

Lines ��
���
	 Description of the method used� time step and block times�



�� �� SAMPLE INPUT AND OUTPUT

Line ���	 Title of run which generated the XX 	le that was read in�

Line ���	 If there are not enough walkers in the XX 	le then the number copied is listed here�

Lines ��
 to ��
	 Information about the walk printed during the run� This output can be elimi�

nated by setting PRINT �� This information is also saved in the 	le qmc�log�

Line �
�	 Number of block completed and CPU time in minutes�

Lines �
� to ���	 Summary of block and total energies�

Line ���	 The 	nal energy�

Line ���	 The variance of the energy�

Liness ��� to ���	 Summary of various quantities computed during the walk�

Lines ��� to ���	 The variance of the local energy of the trial function�

Lines ��� to ���	 If MOMENTS is speci	ed the electronic properties are listed here�

Lines ��� to ��
	 Error bar analysis section� See Sec� ���

Lines ��� to ���	 Summary of the results of this run�

Line ��
	 Statement that the internal program memory check was OK� If memory was corrupted

�i�e� contents of one array were written beyond its boundaries� it would give an error message

here�

Line ���	 Final time and date�



��

A Timing data for test and example input �les

Below are the times required to run the test inputs �in minutes�� The quantities in parentheses are

the times relative to the fastest machine �the Fujitsu VPX�����

IBM Sun Cray Fujitsu Fujitsu
Job RS����*��� SPARC � CRAY� VPX��� VPX���
test�� �a� ������������ ����� ���� ��������� ���������
test�� ���������� ����������� ����� ���� ��������� ���������
test�� ���������� ������������ ���������� ��������� ���������
test�� ���������� ������������ ����� ���� ��������� ���������
test�� ����������� ������������ ���������� ��������� ���������
test�� ����������� ������������ ���������� ��������� ���������
test�� ����������� ������������� ����� ���� ��������� ���������
test�� ����������� ������������� ����� ���� ��������� ���������
test�� ����������� ������������ ����� ���� ��������� ���������
test�� ����������� ������������ ����� ���� ��������� ���������
test�� ����������� �b� ����� ���� ��������� ���������
Total ����������� ������������ ��������� �������� ��������

�a� Failed due to 	le handling error�

�b� Failed due to insu�cient memory

The above testxx runs are very short and are for veri	cation purposes only� The examxx runs

are short� but realistic� QMC computations� Because of their length I have only run exam�� and

exam�� on all the above machines� The rest were run on a Fujitsu VPX���� Due to the statistical

nature of QMC� these longer runs often will branch di
erently on di
erent machines� Hence the best

comparison of speed is the CPM �Con	gurations per minute� reported by the program� The times

for all examxx jobs on the VPX��� are as follows�

CPU time Con	gurations Con	gurations
Job processed per minute
exam�� ���� ���������� ����������
exam�� ���� ���������� ���������
exam�� �����a� ������� �������
exam�� ���� ��������� �������
exam�� ���� ��������� �������
exam�� ���� ������� �������
exam�� �����a� ������� �������
exam�� ���� ��������� �������

�a� Timing data for run number � in job�



�� B� TEST INPUT FILES

Below is a comparison for exam�� and exam�� across the machines listed above�

IBM Sun Cray Fujitsu Fujitsu
Job RS����*��� SPARC � CRAY� VPX��� VPX���
exam��
Time �in min� ����� ������ ���� ���� ����
Con�gurations ���������� ���������� ���������� ���������� ����������
CPM ������� ������ ��������� ���������� ����������

exam��
Time �in min� ����� ������ ���� ���� �����
Con�gurations ������� ������� ������� ������� �������
CPM ������ ����� ������� ������� ���������

Relative Time�a� ���� ����� ���� ��� ���
Relative Speed�b� ��� ��� ���� ����� �����

�a� Time relative to the fastest machine �VPX���� averaged over both runs�

�b� Speed relative to slowest machine �SPARC�� averaged over both runs�

B Test input �les

Test inputs and reference output 	les are provided to test the correctness of the results on your

machine� The tests provided under directory test are�

test���inp� Hydrogen atom� DZ basis� RANDOM GUESS� VMC then QMC

test���inp� Helium atom READXX� VMC� DMC� MOMENTS� BASLIB

test���inp� Lithium atom� ground state� �� dets� DMC

test���inp� Beryllium atom� test of contracted GTOs and FIXCUSP

test���inp� Boron atom� test of SPLINE and PRINTSPL

test�
�inp� Carbon atom� � dets� test of DEBUG SPLINE

test���inp� Nitrogen atom� test of PUNCH �� DEBUG XXFILE

test���inp� Oxygen atom� test of WMAX� WMIN� ETRIAL and ETW��

test���inp� Hydrogen Fluoride test of diatomic

test���inp� Hydrogen solid� large molecule test

test���inp� Chromium atom� test of large basis set with SPLINE



��

C Further examples of input �les

In the exam directory further� more extended� examples are given�

�subsection��exam���inp�

exam���inp� Hydrogen molecule DZP� pz only

exam���inp� Lithium hydride molecule

exam���inp� Methane

exam���inp� HCN molecule

exam���inp� Water molecule

exam�
�inp� Carbon monoxide

exam���inp� Neon atom

exam���inp� Sodium atom

D Machine dependent subroutines

The 	les of machine dependent subroutines� mach�f are currently available for Cray UNICOS� Fujitsu

UXP*V� IBM AIX� Sun SunOS� and SGI Irix� systems� The subroutines in mach�f are�

SUBROUTINE SYSDATE  return date

SUBROUTINE SYSCLOCK  return cpu� system and real times

SUBROUTINE QABORT  cause an abort with traceback

SUBROUTINE RANSET  set random number seed

FUNCTION RANDU  return single random number

SUBROUTINE VRAND  return vector of random numbers


